
HOW TO WRITE A REPORT FOR RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

How to Write Research Methodology. The research methodology section of any academic research paper gives you the
opportunity to convince your readers.

Both are a source of headache, as is the popular opinion of college students. Structuring Your Research
Thesis. Learn more: Quantitative Data Research Discussion: The results are discussed in extreme detail in this
section along with a comparative analysis of reports that could probably exist in the same domain. A good
research methodology contains every secret recipe to convince the reader that the research in consideration is
actually going to be feasible and useful. A good research methodology is very important for portraying a good
image of your research paper. The inductive approach allows you to form a new theory based on the gathered
data, whereas the deductive approach helps to make sure if the gathered data aligns with the existing theories.
What tools or technologies did you use in the experiment? How will you write a methodology good enough to
be regarded as interesting? Thousand Oaks, Sage Publications, , pp. Create an effective conclusion: The
conclusion in the research reports is the most difficult to write, but it is an incredible opportunity to excel. The
methodology section of your paper should clearly articulate the reasons why you chose a particular procedure
or technique. For two reasons â€” One, because the reader will be able to relate the method to the finding more
easily and two, your methodology will have a cleaner look. Typically, a research methodology is prepared by
following a particular structure or model, that makes it process more comprehensible for the readers. Misuse
of the terms can discourage the readers of research reports from reading further. This article is dedicated to
research methodology. What is Research Methodology? Azevedo, L. There are two ways in which to develop
a subject logically and chronologically. How will you attempt to control for potential confounding variables
and errors? The idea is to start with a broader topic and work towards a more specific one and focus on a
conclusion or support, which a research should support with the facts. Typically, it includes inductive and
deductive approaches. Will you use specific theoretical perspectives to help you analyze a text or explain
observed behaviors? Information needs to be expressed in chronological order according to its priority and
importance. The entries in bibliography should be made adopting the following order: For books and
pamphlets the order may be as under: Name of author, last name first. What was the sample size and response
rate? Cite: This point supports the previous pointer â€” the justification. Reproducibility: You should draft the
methods and techniques as you perform them. Doing this will help the reader know the reference to the
methodology and thus, your method becomes justified. The date of the issue. This information is particularly
important when a new method has been developed or an innovative use of an existing method is utilized. Tips
for a good Research Methodology Methodology is the section of your dissertation where you can impress your
readers most effectively. Preparation of the final bibliography: Next in order comes the task of the preparation
of the final bibliography. Make a precise summary. A helpful way to delineate between them is to understand
"theories" as representing different ways of characterizing the social world when you research it and
"methods" as representing different ways of generating and analyzing data about that social world. Do not
provide any background information that does not directly help the reader understand why a particular method
was chosen, how the data was gathered or obtained, and how the data was analyzed in relation to the research
problem [note: analyzed, not interpreted!


